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Artist Booklet

I BEGAN MAKING SHORT SUPER-8 experimental films in 1982. In the 1990s, I worked with 16mm, 8mm video, TV manipulation, and video equalizer, ... 
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juLiE mEitZ Detroit MI b. 1966 / Mt. Clemens MI http://julie.meitz.free.fr



I BEGAN MAKING SHORT SUPER-8 experimental films in 1982. In the 1990s, I worked with 16mm, 8mm video, TV manipulation, and video equalizer, continuing to create short experimental films, as well as video/film installations, and VJing. In the early days, I channeled footage into a TV to adjust the color, contrast, brightness, and horizontal/vertical hold, recording this manipulated image. I then re-played it and treated the footage again, repeating this sequence until the desired look was achieved. My video FireEaters, shown at the Chicago Underground Film Festival in 1994, was created this way. Later, I used the video equalizer to manipulate and correct my videos, and also used it as a mixer for live VJing. Now, I use software tools to edit and manipulate various footage and digital stills, creating several short films and digital image sequences for VJing. Original footage is my own as well as taken from feature films and documentaries. I also use my camcorder’s digital and picture effects to the beat of music as I shoot live feed. I’m also a Filmmaker, Video Artist and Computer Programmer. I exhibit Video/Film Installation work in local galleries, and have shown my films/videos internationally.



PERFORMANCES Grand Opening, African American Museum, Detroit, MI 1997 VisionEar CD Release Party, Zeitgeist Theater, Detroit, MI 2000 Fabolous Fridays, Midwest Product Live Performance (Ghostly International), Cranbrook Institute of Art, Bloomfield, MI 2003 TOOLS Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz PC; Adobe Premiere Pro; Adobe Photoshop 7.0; Resolume 1.5 VJ Software; Sony D8 Camcorders; NEC MT 1055 Video Projector; Videonics VE-1 Equalizer; Commodore 1702 Video Monitors; Sony GVM 1300 Trinitron Video Monitors; 16mm Film Projectors; Shutter Strobe Device; Gel Strobe Device
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Booklet 

â€œBefore going into the battle nobody knows who they are...Someone might think of him- self as a coward and be brave â€“ and the other way round.â€� The vocal ...
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3d artist 

Projects: Quidditch Worldcup, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. Creative Director for 64k Ltd (London, 06/2002-11/2002). 64k was one of the first full ...
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Booklet 

Write a single number from 1 to 9 in each cell such that each number appears exactly once in every row and bolded box. Unlike a standard sudoku, the rows.
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Booklet 

den's more amiable poets. This short text is from a Christmas Cantata of his: The Holy .... in St. Louis. In 2001, the then 86-year-old original composer Martin, still ...
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Music: E. Kolmanovsky; Lyrics: E. Vashenkin. 7. Minuti tishiny â€¢ Moments of Silence ..... Pel pro russkie beriozy,. Pro kari ochi,. Pro dom svoi otchii. Pel f puti ...
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cg artist 

CG ARTIST. 3D. 15/01/1990 ( age : 26). 80 rue Albert. 75013 PARIS, FRANCE. (33) 6 87 47 79 95 ... 3D : Maya, 3ds max, Xsi, Zbrush, Topogun, V-Ray,. Roadkill ...
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CG artist 

A CG creature, hybrid of a black panther and a lizard , integrated in live footage. Position on the project: I did all animation. PEUGEOT 207 Ladybird (2006).
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exactly once in every row, column, and bolded 3x3 box. KabrÃ²Ã¡ci ... Put the six given blocks over the left grid's 2x3 boxes without rotation. The black fields will ...
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Sohn Laios. NIKITA KOSHKIN: Toccata. SEAN HICKEY: Tango Grotesco. RENÉ EESPERE: Tactus Spiritus ..... Estonian composer and professor René Ees- pere (b. 1953) has composed works that are strongly spiritual in nature. ... für Musik Trossingen. The wor
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the French Revolution. e convoluted plot ends as the title hero and his beloved. Maddalena, a deposed woman of the ar- istocracy, face the guillotine together. e.
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3D Artist 

simple 3ds Max workflow ... All tutorial files can also be downloaded from: www.3dartistonline.com/files ... working just on animation or modelling. You can ..... architectural images: box houses in the middle of ...... currentlyâ€¦ a manual process.
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3D Artist 

Charact design, Storyboard, Color/light/textured, Ad layout (flyer, stickers, ...) English : read, writen and spoken ; Spanish : notions. Software. 3D Studio Max.
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Puzzle Booklet 

5CHAMPIONSHIP. PHILADELPHIA. SUDOKU. NAME: TEAM: Puzzle 1. 100m. Classic Sudoku. Puzzle 3. Shot Put. 0-9 Sudoku. Puzzle 5. 400m. Classic Sudoku.
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THE TRUE ARTIST 

Sadotti's 'true' artist is detached from their surroundings, has an opinion about anything and everything. ... Beginning with this fantasy, the exhibition questions the place that the artist takes in our society and that ... Ultimately, these works a
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Booklet - sudokucup.com 

Fill in the grid so that every row, column, and 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9. KabrÃ²Ã¡ci ... through 9. In the first, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth square all the pairs of ... is the double of the other one are marked with black dots. (
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6. Alyosha (4:16). Music: E. Kolmanovsky; Lyrics: E. Vashenkin. 7. Minuti tishiny â€¢ Moments of Silence. (2:53) ... range Cannons are Silent (2:47). Music: M. Blanter; Lyrics: M. Matusovsky. 15. V lesu prifrontovom â€¢ In the ...... We were sad, to 
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Booklet - eClassical 

acclaim in Berlin, Paris, Barcelona, Vi- enna, Florence, Verona, Chicago, Ham- burg, and Munich. In 1998, only three years after his European start, Alvarez made his debut at the Metropolitan Op- era in a new production of La Traviata. is was followe
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instruction booklet 

INSTRUCTION BOOKLET. Love and Jam. Tulle loungewear set. An elegant belted top and straight cut drawstring trousers. TULLE SET ...
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Conference Booklet 

Dec 15, 2014 - Brian Lucey, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland. 11:15 - 11:30 ..... Time-disaggregated Dividend-price Ratio and Dividend Growth. Predictability in ...
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instruction booklet 

Lay, pin and stitch one of the front neck facing right side together with the back neck facing. Then lay, pin and stitch a bias with the neck facing external edge,.
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towards the inside and stitch from. 7mm of the edge. Lay and pin the top and bottom edges front facing. N°4 and back N°6 on the top Tulle, folding the top and ...
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2D Artist - guillaume minet 2d-3d artist .fr 

Platform : Iphone, Android, Facebook. Genre : Arcade / Racing. Developer : Antek Studio. Duties : â€¢ Concept Artist for Main Characters and Spaceship.
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3D artist .fr 

2008/2010 Associate degree in graphic design with multimedia option (2 years). LISAA - Nantes - ... a game and web design company. Format - London - ...
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instruction booklet livret d'instruction instruction booklet 

WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360Â® Instruction ... Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 360 console to a high-speed ..... clientÃ¨le Xbox. Avis important sur la santÃ© des personnes jouant aux jeux vidÃ©o. Crises d'Ã©pil
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